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ACTAEA (Lubbe) - The largest Poeticus in existance. Broad, snow -white perianth 
of great substance and good form; the very large eye is broadly margined 
with dark red, A most beautiful exhibition flower. 

(Div. 9) 	 3 for .500 

AIRCASTLE 	(Mitsch) - Periection of the form is the striking feature of this 
f lower. 	The perianth is very rounded and flat and in perfect balance 
with the small flat crown. The crown is pale apricot lemon with a narrow 
margin of deeper shade, amd the perianth opens milk white, but after a 
few days turns to agreenish beige. A large flower of good substance and 
vigorous growth. A very beautiful and unusual flower although the color 
will not be a favorite with every one (Div. 3b) 	 15.00 each 

ALL GLORY (Dutch) - Highly recommended Bi-color Trumpet,- pure white and rich 
yellow- (Div.lb) 	 .35 each 

AMATEUR - 	Much overlaping white perianth and a large perfectly flat bright 
scarlet crown. Medium size. (Div. 3b) 	 70 each 

ANGELINE (A.M. Wilson - Earlier than most of its type, this is a delightfully 
dainty flower for cutting. 	A rapid increaser and free bloomer. 	Pure 
white perianth, 	and citron white cup with a distinctive narrow golden 
frill. (Div. 3b) 	 .20 each 

APRICOT DISTINCTION - The perianth of this most unusul flower is clear apricot, 
while the cup is bright orange-red. A very attractive oolor oomdination 
(Div. 3a) 	 1.00 each 

APRIL TEARS (Alex Gray)-a delightful elfin flower with two or three exquisitely 
formed pendent lemon blossoms on a stem. one cf the loveliest of all the 
miniatures and in great demand.(Div 5a) 	 .60 each 

ARDCLINIS (G.L.Wilson) A very smoth finished flower of excellent quality. 
(Div. lc ) 	.40 each 

ARMADA (G.L.Wilson) A sentational giant early flower. Rich golden yellow, flat, 
overlapping perianth, with a large, bold crown which opens golden orange 
and gradualy deepens to tangerine red. (Div 2a) 	 2.50 each 

ARTIST'S MODEL (Lewis) Very unique is this flower, 	whose color is slightly 
reminiscent of that Blarney, the broad smooth, widely overlapping perianth 
being white, while the large apricot orange crown has the unusual feature 
of being very flat except for the edges, which reflex to touch the 
perianth. A very striking flower indeed (Div. 3b) 	 6.00each 

BALLYCASTLE. 	(W.J.Dunlap) One of the most charming and attractive flowers 
of its type that have yet appeared; 	broad pure white perianth shallow 
white crown daintly illuminated by a sparkling golden rim 	1.40each 

BEERSHEBA (Englehart)- One of the older varieties of those we list, but still 
one of the most popular. It remains one of the finest of the white trump-
ets, and it had a taller more upright stem, we could ask little more cf 
it.it  has a pointed, but overlapping white perianth of good subst-
ance, and a distinctive, long, narrow trumpet. Somewhat dirty white on 
first opening, but soon develops to a clean white (Div. lc) 	3.00 doz 
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BETHANY (Mitsch)- A beautiful flower usually coming withvery precise form in an 
exruisite, fascinating cool color. The perianth.is  flat and well overlapp-
ing,and is of asoft,luminous, clear, deep sulphur lemon. The crown, which 
is almost of trnmpet measurments, opens about the same shade as the peria- 
nth, but soon fades to white, particulary on the inside, 	but retains a 
slight lemon tinge on the frill. A quite large flower and good increaser. 
A worth while addition to a class with very few representives. 

	

(Div 2d) 	 "5,00 eadh 

BINKIE (Wolfhagen)_A curious and most 	and yet withal, an attractye 
flower. Broad,' flat, pointdd, :OverlapPingperianth-, with a well balanced, 
medium sized crown. Opens an attractive a-el greenish sulphur lemon color, 
the inside of the crown fading to almost white. A beautiful cut flower. 

	

(Div 2d.) 	 .75each 

BLARNEY (Rich. )Creamy white, with flai, salmon orange rimmed crown. 

	

(Div. 3b) 	 1.00 each 

BROOKVILLE A John Evelyn seedling of similar color and form but much taller and 
bigger. (Div. 2b) 	 .40 each 

BROUGHSHANE (G.L. Wilson) Perhaps the most striking of the later blooming white 
trumqets. Massive blooms borne on very tall stems. Very broad, 	smooth, 
overlapping perianth, and a large bell mouthed trumpet. (Div lc) .75 each 

BUNDORAN (Rich.) White, with large crown, edged pinkish buff (Div 2p) .60 each 

ICARBIRER (A.M2'WilsOn) Very broad, overlapping, deep golden yellow perianth of 
heavy subrtance, standing at right angles to the medium sized, rich orange 
red cup which shades to yellow at the base 	As with most yellow-reds the 
cup coloring varies with weather and climatic conditions. (Div 2a) .25each 

CARITA (0.B.F.) A Magnificent show daffodil. Mid season, large.round white qer- 
ianth; giant bowl-shaped cup opens yellow and turns deep, 	coppery pink. 
Stems very sturdy and storm proof(Div. 2b) 	 7.00 each 

CARLTON (P.D. Williams) A grand flower of gigantic proporations, having flat, 
rich lemonyellow perianth, 	and nicely proportioned large frilled yellow 
crown. Very vigorous and prolific. (Div 2a) 	 .3o each 

CAROSOME-(MitsCh) In form, with its rounded, flat, pure white perianth and 
rather small, dowl- shaped crown, it somewhat resembles one of its parents, 
Glenshame, but instead of the crown deing creamy lemon, 	it varies from 
apple blbs-sord pink to pale -apricot salmon, 	depending on the seasop. It 
takes a day or two after opening tob- deVelOP its color. We are not sure as 
to how much color it will have in drier areas, but it has such beautiful 
form, it is quite worthwhile without color.(Div 3b) 	 15.00 each 
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LATHED AL (013§116revst-erifne'd2 	e 'white g. 	us-"hybrid with tfr cad,- 446.9.q 
sheiPed 'Oups and -  tullyrounded- perianths. This lovey rock garden piiint rare- , 
mbles - Moonshine but is of purer white. The folage is blue-greer3; 	quite 
broitd and erect. (Div. 5a) 	 7.00' each 

- 
CHAMPAGNE= 	OVerlapping pure white perianth:The large cup 'is creamy-white, 

broadly edged apricot-pink.(Div 2b) 	 .60 each 

CHARTY MAY (C.F. Coleman) 	One of a series of very lovely cyclineus hybrids 
recently raired in England. A charming, 	graceful flower of clear soft 

yellow, with broad,much relaxed perianth; andquite a crown, somewhat - expa- 
nded at its mcuthh.(Div. 6a) 	 1.10 each 

CHINOOK (Mitsch)Large flat, milk white perianth, and a very large saucer-shaped 
crown, which varies from salmon orange to yellow, 	depending on weather, 
soil and stage of development. A striking garden flower, and very showy 
for cutting. (Div. 2b) 	.60 each 

CHEEPFULNESS (van der Scott) Cluster of blooms on each stem, having white petals 
interspaced with yellow. Free of bloom and increase. Nice for cutting. 

(Div. 4) 	 1.80 doz, 

CHERIE (Mitchell) A nicely formed ivory white jonquil with pink flushed cup. One 
to three blooms per stem.(Div 7b) 	 .40 each 

CHINESE WHITE (G.L. Wilson) A superbly beautiful flower of crystalline purity. 
Very large, rounded, much overlapping perianth, and saucer shaped crown 
with a toutch of green in theeye. Demurely droops its head on first ope-
ning, but straightens up as it expands. One of the most beautiful of all 
Daffodils. (Div. 3c) 	 1.20 each 

CHUNKING (G.L. Wilson) Probably the best of its class. Magnificent flower with 
most circular, flat intense gold perianth, 	and vividorange red, rather 
flat crown. The leading winner in its class. (Div.3a) 	 .55 each 

CIRCUS CLOWN (O.B.F.) A tall, mid season, free.flowering plant with a pure white 
substantial perianth that is slightly cupped forward. 	The cup is quite 
unusual in coloring and form, 	for it is striped white and has a really 
double John Evelyn-type ruffle. It presemts a gay and colorful picture in 
the garden (Div 2b) 

	
2.65 each 

CONFUOCO (Dutch) Golden yellow and rich orange-red (Div. 2a) 	 .45 each 

CONTENT (P.D. Williams) A large flower built along the lines of Beersheba, but 
with wider perianth segmnents, which are twistedjust enough to eliminatS 
any stiffness. yet are very smooth and flat in general appearance. Opens 
pale greenish lamon, but fades to nearly white. Very durable (Diu lb) 

1.00 each 

CORALIE (AUstralian)`A very pretty, short-cupped, pink daffodil. The petals are 
pure white and rather pointed, the short cup is of a soft rose-pink color 
flardng and frilled. Fine exhibition flower. (Div 2b) 	 2.00 each 

CRAGFORD (p.D. Williams) One of the best tazettas. Several crinkled white blooms 
with red eyes on each stem (Div 8). 	 35 each 
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CORONADO (Mitsch) Fairly large flower with creamy yellow perianth; 	and very 
heavily frilled, long buff crown. On being cut, the perianth becomes tawny 
buff, while the crown is pinkish buff-toned. 	A very good garden flower 
(Div.2a) 	 2.00 each 

COVER GIRL (O.B.F.) 	A dainty daffodil with waved, 	white perianth.The cup is 
colored an iridescent pink, 	darkest at the delicately fringed rim. Very 
late (Div 2b) 	 1.20 each 

COVERACK PERFECTION 	(Brodie) A grand immense flower with overlapping white 
perianth, and large saucer shaped crown of creamy buff, edged salmon apri-
cot under favorable conditions. A fine flower, even when not at its best 
in color. (Div. 2b) 	 .40 each 

CUSHENDALL (G.L. Wilsom) A small flower of most perfect form and ethereal bea-
uty. Very smooth, perfectly flat, circular perianth; small eye, with deli- 
cious cream frill, and moss green center. (Div. 3c) 	 .70 each 

DAISY SCHAFFER (de Graaff) Very large, overlapping white perianth with a 
light lemon crown. (Div. 2b) 	 .30 each 

DARING (O.B.F.) A rather small but deeply pink daffodil that has great charm. 
The perianth is white with pointed, 	slightly cupped petals. The trumpet 
opens a salmon shads but turns to deep pink with an even darker edge, 
which is slightly lacinated and ruffled. (Div 2b) 	 .50 each 

DAWN(Englehart) A curious but pretty and graceful little flower with strongly 
reflexed and twisted white perianth, and very flat, disc-like yellow cup. 
Two or three flowers to a stem, (Div. 5b) 	 .40 each 

DICK WELLBAND - Pure white perianth and a large, 	rather flat crown of deep 
orange-red. (Div. 2b) 	 .30 each 

DIOLITE (Miss Evelyn) 	An outstanding large flower with exceptionally smooth 
finish. Beautifuly formed,large flat, clear yellow perianth, and a good 
sized, somewhat flaring crown of yellow with a band of orange red. Strong 
vigorous grower. (Div 2a) 	 .25 each 

DUKE OF WINDSOR (Uit den Boogard)A very large flower of John Evelyn type, having 
white perianth of heavy, thick texture, and a very large flaring crown of 
yellow becnming deeper at the edge - in favorable seasons, the whole crown 
being light orange. A very good garden flower, being one of the so-called 
"weather-proof" Daffodils. Very popular (Div. 2b) 	 .40 each 

EASTERN BONNET A distinct flower of exceptionel charm and refinement. 	Broad 
overlapping white perianth and beautifully finished creamy-white trumpet 
with a heavily frilled broad salmon-pink edge. A variety of rich appeara- 
nce and extremly fine show-flower. (Div. 2b) 	 12.00 each 

EFFETIVE (G.L.WILSON) An exceptionally brilliantly contrasted bi-color trumpet, 
with flat, very smooth white perianth, and rich crome yellow trumpet; a 
halo of Yellow extending into the perianth. (Div. lb) 	 .70 each 

ENTERPRISE (0.B.F.)A mid-season. large double with tall stiff stems. The yellow and 
bright orange petals give ita gay and appealing character. Bred directly from 
Fortune, it could rereadily be sold as the "Double Fortune" (Div.4) 5.00 ea 
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EMPRESS of IRELAND 	(G.L. Wilson) Undoubtedly the most magnificent large white 
trumpet daffodil introduced to date. A truly majestic flower up to 5 
inches in diameter. and of such faultless form, balance and porportion 
that it entirely satisfies the eye, smooth flat perianth built of magnif- 
icent ace of spades shaped segments of immencebreadth, 	with beautifuly 
balanced trumpet which has the rather rare attribute in a very large 

flower, of not being to wide at the base, and at the same time ideally flanged 
and frilled at the mouth. Comes quite early in the season so is always sure 
to be in time for shows. Flowers carried on strong 16 to 18 inch stemma. 
(Div lc) 	 60.00 each 

FEBRUARY(GOLD (De Graaff) One of the very first Daffedils to bloom. Lemon yellow 
perianth, deeper yellow trumpet. Very worth while. (Div 6a) 	.25 each 

FERMOY 	- 	Very large pure white perianth of great substance; the beautifully 
frilled bowl-shaped crown is bright orange-red at the mouth and shading to 
gold at the base. Strong. (Div. 2b) 	 .75 each 

FESTIVITY (Mitsch) A magnificent, giant flower with very widespread,broad, smooth 
flat, 	white perianth of beautiful finish, and a rather long, but well 
balanced, clear yellow crown. 	Somewhat like Tudor Minstreal but with a 
longer less flared cup. Freshly opened blooms tilt downward somewhat for a 
day or two. (Div. 2b) 	 5.00 each 

FLAMINGO 	(Mitsch) A fine large flower with velvety smooth, flat, overlapping 
perianth; and a large but well dalanced, 	flaring crown with quite the 
richest pink coloring of anything we have seen in a large flower, 	where 
the color extends to the base of the crown. It seems to hold its coloring 
better than most. and is a striking and beautiful thing. (Div.2b) 40.00 ea 

FLYING SAUCER 	(Mitsch) Rather like Pinwheel in form but somewhat smoother and 
with a white instead of pale yellow perianth. 	Very large, light yellow, 
saucer shaped crown. 	Quite a spectacular garden flower but lacking in 
refinment (Div.2b) 	 70 each 

FOGGY DEW 	(G.L.Wilson) A large, very broad, rounded, pure white perianth with 
much substance, and a very heavily frilled creamy white crown, green in 
the center. A very lovely flower. (Div. 3c) 	 .65 each 

FORTUNE 	(Ware) Flowers of great size and good form borne on tall strong stems. 
aRich yellow perianth, and light orange crown. One of the greatest advances 
in Daffodil breeding. (Div. 2a) 	 .30 each 

FORTY MINER (0.B.F.) A very attractive light yellow triandrus hybrid with several 
blooms on a stem, and often gives many stems from a bulb. Very worth while 
addition to its class. (Div 5a) 	 2.50 each 

GALWAY 	(Richardson) A georgeously beautiful, all yellow Daffodil, probably the 
best of all the yellows. Flat, 	smooth overlapping perianth, and trumpet 
shaped crown of excellent proportion. Rich golden color, heavy substance, 
and strong vigorous groth, makes this a superb addition to this class. 
(Div.4)• 	 1.50 each 

GOLDEN CASTLE' (War.) Large golden-yellow perianth, standing at right angles to 
the large and very double golden-orange trumpet. 	This is an interesting 
double. Strong stem. (Div 4) 	 .75 each 
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GARRON 	(Guy L. Wilson) A magnificent flower that combines refinment of quality 
and color with immense size. Great, broad, long-pointed and slightly waved 
perianth of smoothest velvety texture and thick subistance, trumpet nicely 
serrated; color beautiful deep clear primrose or soft full lemon self. 
(Div. la) 	 .35 each 

GOLDEN DUCAT (Speelman & Sons) Beautiful golden-yellow throughout. Several layers 
of lovely wax-like 	petals overlap one another and gradualy form a very 
symmetrical double center. This flower is carried on a strong tall stem. 
(Div. 4) 	 2.70 each 

GOLDEN HARVEST 	(Warnaar) One of the larger trumpet varieties. The perianth is 
well formed and overlapping; the trumpet is of good shape and proportion, 
rolled back at the brim. 	The color is deep golden-yellow. Opens before 
King Alfred. 	(Div. la) 	 3.00 doz. 

GOLDEN PERFECTION - One of the largest Jonquilla, 2 or 3 very large flowers on a 
stem. The overlapping perianth and well proportioned cup are clear yellow. 
(Div 7) 	 .30 each 

GRAPEFRUIT 	(Lubbe) A large flower of good quality in the much sought after 
sulphur lemon group (Div la) 	 1.50 each 

GREEN ISLAND (Richardson) A sensational flower of very large size, great subista-
nee, and smooth texture. Smooth,rounded perianth segments make a very circ-
ular flower. Bowl shaped crown with greenish center, passing to white, and 
margined greenish lemon. Short necked. 	Of great value to exhibitors and 
breeders.(Div 2b) 	 2.80 each 

GREENORE (Rich.) White, with large pale primrose crown' edged greeny lemon 
(Div. 2b) 	 .85 each 

GREMLIN (0.B.F.) A late, attractive, little plant with white, starshaped perianth 
and cylindrical, small, fluted and slightly fringed cup, opening yellow, 
then turning to buff and finally developing an attractive, strongly rose- 
colored rim. (Div 2b) 	 .50 each 

HAMZALI (D.Blanchard) Snow white perianth; flat eye rimmed bright red. 
(Div 3b) 	 5.00 each 

HIGH LIFE 	(Warnaar) Well overlapping, thick and flat pure white perianth. The 
very large and flat orange crown is beautifuly fringed and edged golden- 
yellow. (Div. 2b) 	 1.10 each 

HOLLANDIA (Warnaar) Yellow, with very double deep orange-red crown (Div 4) .40 each 

HOME FIRES Spreading pointed bright yellow perianth with a fiery,orange-scarlet 
cup of burnin intensity. Very tall and early flowering novelty of a brili- 
ant color.(Div 2a) 	 2.80 each 

HUNTERS MOON 	(Brodie of Brodie) A perfectly lovely trumpet arrayed in graded 
tints of clear shining cool luminous lemon, 	perhaps most intense at the 
outeredge of the beautifully flanged and serrated trumpet and paler at the 
edge of the pedals. Vigerous free-blooming and extraordinarily durable, it 
is a sheer delight for cutting. (Div la) 	 1.20 each 
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ILE DE FRANCE 	(Dutch) Pure white, with large heavily fringed pale ochre-yellow 
crown(Div 2b.) 	 .33 each 

IRENE COPELAND (Copeland) Large, fully double, snow-white flowers with primrose 

markings; a lovely and distinct variety with strong, rigid stems. 
(Div. 4) 	 .35 each 

JOHN EVELYN (CO'peland) So well known as to scarcely need description. Very large 
circular, pure white perianth; very heavily frilled and ruffled yellow 
crown, shaded orange in cool seasons. (Div. 2b) 	 .3. for. .501' 

4JONQUILLA SIMPLEX - The true single, 	sweet jonquil, 	of light elegant groth 
bearing out of doors in May charming clusters of numerous 
yellow flowers of delicious scent (Div 10.) '22• 50 doz. 

JULES VERNE 	- A very large and exquisite variety of superb quality, - finish 

substance and texture, very broad well overlapping pure white—pel-Ianth-
ith large neatly flanged trumpet-shaped white cup with a pleasing soft 
creamy yellow band. 	A real outstanding variety as a show-flower and- for 
the garden. (Div. 2c) 	 .40 each 

KILWORTH 	- Large flower with broadily overlapping white perianth and perfectly 
protortioned bowl-shaped crown of intense dark oranger red with a touch of 

dark green in the center. Fully sunproof. One of the best in red and white 
class. (Div. 26) 	 3.00 doz 

KING ALFRED 	(Kendall) The most Popular daffodil in the world and one that even 

today holds its own against all comers in every flower market. because of 

its larger size, its golden-yellow color and its informal, pleasing shape 
it has become the universal favorate. (Div.la) 	 2.00 doz 

KINGSCOURT (Richardson) Broad, smooth perianth, and rather narrow flanged trumpet. 

Intense golden yellow color throughout and of finest texture. Perianth 

often does not open out completly flat, but in spite of that, 	it is a 
great exhibition flower (Div. la) 	 1.75 each 

La ARGENTINA (Dutch) white; almost double crown is yellow, white and orange-red 
(Div 2b) 	 .30each 

LADY BIRD - Well overlapping white perianth. The large trumpet-shaped crown is 

pale apricot-pink. (Div.2b) 	 .25 each 

LANARTH (P.D. Williams) Golden yellow with orange cup. A jonquil hybrid with one 

or two blooms per stem. (Div. 7b) 	 .35 each 

LAURENS KOSTER - White perianth and yellow cup. (Div.8) 	 1.40 doz. 

LEMON DROPS (Mitsch) Very pretty soft lemon flowers of drooping form, often borne 

three on a stem. (Div. 5a) 	 4.00 each 

LUNA MOTH (Mitsch) An immense flower of shimmering luminescence in a delightful 

shade of cool sulphur lemon; 	having a broad, very flat, 	overlapping 
prianth,standing at right angles to the long.quite narrow trumpet. simular 
in size to Moonstruck but of different form, and entirely distinct in 

appearance. Div. 	 8:00 each 
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LINN (Mitsch) A grand garden flower with its wide spreading, flat, white perian-
th, and very large, saucer-shaped crown of apricot yellow. Draws much att- 
ention in the field and when exhibited. (Div. 2b) 	 ,60 each 

LUNAR SEA: (Mitsch) Opens as a smooth even sulphur lemon, self, colored flower the 
trumpet gradually fading, 	particulary on the inside, 	until it becomes 
almost clear white, 	while the perianth maintains most of its original 
coloring. Very unique and beautiful. A flower of good form and subistance. 
Enrirely distinct from that other grand reverse trumpet, spellbinder: 
(Div 1d) 	 230.00 each 

LYONS (DUTCH) Pure white, with large orange crown which is edged pale yellow 
(Div. 2b) 	 35 each 

MABEL TAYLOR (Clark) White perianrh, with a large trumpet shaped crown,  of pale 
yellow, 	having a wide heavily frilled band of rich rosy pink, with the 
color becoming more sealmond toned,and gradualy extending farther downthe 
inside of the crown as the flower develops. (Div 2b) 	 1.00 each 

MADRIGAL (Mitsch) FrOm the reverse cross to that which produced. Coloratura, this 
is a striking,'but perhaps more plebian flower. Less refined in•form,but with 
an even more lavish frill.With a Perianth so broad as to be unable to compl-
etlety smooth itself out at times, the immense, very flat crown is pleated 
pUckered and frilled, and has a great amount of substance. Mot very tall on 
first opening,. it soon grows to average height. Thegolden aprecot rim on 
the crown of this big white flower is an added attraction. 

iv 21:) 
	

7.00 each 

MAGIC PINK 	(O.B.F.) The perianth is white, well-pointed and substanchal. The 
trumpet is long and heavily frilled at the mouth, 	pink-blush throughout 
the trumpet with a rose band blended in at the mouth. 	As the flower 
develops, 	an effelwescent blending of pink colors lights up the interior 
of the trumpet. (Div ib) 	 3 for .5.00 

MANCHU - A well built flower of great substances with perfectly rounded cream31.-
white 'cierianth, short trumpet-shaped crown deeply flanged.at mouth. Opening 
rich creamy-yellow and developing in a deeper shade when flower ages. 
'Div. 2b' 	 1.00 each 

MARKET MERRY 	(Brodie) 	Rich deep buff yellow or old gold perianth, and a 
brilliant deep brick red shallow cup Prolific. (Div..3a) 	 .25 each 

MARY COPELAND (Copeland) Large, strong double of cream with shortorange petals 
interspaced in the center. (Div.4) 	 .35 each 

MAUNA LOA (Mitsch) Rich deep yellow perianth that is rounded and much overlapping 
and of exceptional substance. 	Medium sized crown of brilliant orange, red 
shading to lighter in the center. Hardly smooth enough for the show bench, 
but a marvelous garden flower. 	Strong stemmed and short necked large 
blodms. (Div 2a) 	 7.00 each 

MILK AND CREAM 	- Broad, round and well overlapping 
expanded crown opens yellow and changes to rich 

MIRTH (Mitsch) 	Large, flat, milk white, overlapping 
rich yellow trumpet. A showy, early garden floWer 

white perianth; the large 
creamy. white (Div.2b) 

1.00each 
perianth,and a good sized 
(Div. lb) 	)70 each 
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MOONSTRUCK (G.L. Wilson) an immense flower of very good form. Cool sulphor lemon 
(Div la) 	 3.00 each 

MOUNT HOOD (v. Deurs.)Pure ivory-white, overlapping perianth with large, creamy 
white trumpet, 	heavily flanged and imbricated at mouth, changing to pure 
white when fully in bloom. (Div.lc) 	 2.50 doz. 

MRS. 	(R.O. BACKHOUSE) White perianth of fair form, and long trumpet-like crown 
of quite rich salmon apricot to salmon pink. 	The best in color at its 
price. (Div. 2b) 	 1.80 doz 

MRS.WM. COPELAND 	This large,well shaped and good double flower is creamy-white 
throughout. (Div. 4) 	 .30 each 

MUSIC HALL 	- Large and well overlapping pure white perianth and a large deep 
golden-yellow trumpet, widely flanged and rolled back at the mouth. 
(Div.lb) 	 .25each 

NAMPA (Mitsch) This is another reverse bi-color of much deeper color with great 
earring power in the garden and quite striking contrast, 	with the rich 
luminous lemon perianth having a white halo at the base of the white 
when fully developed. Somewhat informal in shape. 	(Div.ld) 	10.00 each 

OKLAHOMA - Large and beautiful new bicolor trumpet of unusal coloring. The well 
overlapping perianth is white and the large bold trumpet is dark intense 
orange-yellow. Strong and very attractive variety. (Div. lb) 	1.00 each 

OLIVET 	(Mitsch) A very tall stemed, large flower of great beauty. Perianth is 
broad, 	flat, and overlappinh. and pure white; while the nicely balanced 
rather bowl shaped crown, which is heavily ruffled, 	opens pale lemon but 
soon fades to white. A strong, 	vigorous grower, 	takes a few days to 
develop its full beauty. (Div. 2c) 	 6.00 each 

PATRIA 	- Large silvery-white perianth of perfect shape; the very large, rather 

	

narrow trumpet is clear lemon-yellow. (Div. lb) 	 .30 each 

PEARL HARBOR 	(G.L. Wilson) There are many good white Daffodils but this blooms 
after most of the others are past their prime and it is such an effective 
garden flower, we feel it worth a place in every fanciers garden. A very 
large ivory white flower of good form and lots of substance. Strong stems 
and vigorous grower. (Div. lc) 	 .50 each 

PEEPING TOM 	- This large clear yellow Cyclamineus has a very long and narrow 
trumpet and a beautifully reflexed perianth. (Div. 6a) 	 .40 each 

POLINDRA R.H.S. Haarlem - an amazing beautiful flower with broad, well overlapp- 
ing pure white perianth of great substance and smoothest texture, 	large 
well finished clear yellow crown, 	much admired for its well proportioned 
flower; ' recommended for exhibition as well as for garden; holds second 
place of varieties for cutting. (Div.2b) 	 .30 each 

PINK CLOUD (0.B.F.) The first of the pink doubles, this a rather short, well-formed 
flower with loosely arranged mixed apricot-pink and white petals. 	This is 
not going to be a world famous variety but it has charm and seems to grow 
well. (Div. 4) 	 3.50 each 
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ROUGE 	(G.L. Wilson) One of the first of the red cups to flower. Nicely formed, 
overlapping buff yellow perianth, and brick red crown. Prolific grower and 
increaser. (Div. 2a) 	 .25 each 

ROYAL ORANGE 	- Large, round, strong and much overlapping white perianth. The 
enormous, much spreading and heavily frilled crown is darkest orange thro-
ughout. This flower has perhaps the largest crown of any Daffodil in exis-
tence. A most attractive and exciting variety; strong stem (Div.2b) S20.00 Ea 

SALMON TROUT (Richardson) One of the very best of the pink Daffodils, good sized 
flat, white perianth, 	and a well porporationed large crown, opening pale 
yellow with apricot tinge, and becoming rich salmon pink. Good substance. 
(Div. 2b) 	 S30.00'each 

SCARLET ELEGANCE (P.D. Williams) A really graceful, rather informal daffodil with 
pointed, slightly-twisted, golden-yellow petals and a vivid orange-red, expa-
nded and fluted cup. By no means a show flower of classical porporations, it 
is just the same a handsome daffodil for cutting and a good garden plant. 
(Div. 2a) 	 .20 each 

SBLMA LAGERLOF (Lefeber) Large white perianth, and a large flaringcrown of orange 
or with orange band and yellow base, 	depending on weather conditions at 
blooming time. A very striking flower of the John Evelyn type, and being 
one of the most prolific of all the Daffodils we grow, 	it should prove 
very popular as a garden flower (Div. 2b) 	 .25 each 

SILVER CHIMES 	(Martin) A lovely triandrus hybrid, entirely different from all 
others that we have seen. 	Each stem carries five to ten or more well 
formed, 	fragrant, 	creamy white blooms. 	In colder areas it should be 
mulched. (Div. 5b) 	 .40 each 

SPELLBINDER (G.L. Wilson) Possibly the first high quality reverse bicolor trump-
et to be introduced. Perianth of rich sulphur lemon, and trumpet of simular 
shade, fading to almost white inside. (Div.ld) 	 1.75 each 

STADIUM (Rich.) Very large and well overlapping pure white perianth. 	The very 
large, much frilled and expanded crown is bright yellow. Tall strong stem. 
(Div.2b) 	 .75 each 

ST. AGNES Soft creamy white perianth and bright orange-red cup Tall.(Div. 8) 
1.45 doz. 

ST LOUIS White perianth, orange red-edged cup.(36) 	 .20 each 

RTATUE (Richardson) This has been described as a glorified Polindra, and while 
much like it in color, this is considerabely different in form. A magnifi- 
Cent flower. (Div. 2b) 	 3.00 each 

STOKE 	(P.D/  Williams) A lovely, pale yellow N. triandrus hybrid that can be 
described as a sulphur-yellow Thalia. We consider Stoke one of the finest 
garden daffodils; it naturalizes readily and is an exceptionally graceful 
flower for spring flower arrangements.(Div.5b) 	 .35 each 

STRAY PINK (C.E. Radeliff) A most charming small dainty somewhat drooping flower of 
near trumpet charcter. white perianth with neatily flanged crown of rather tr- 
mpet charicter which is quite bright almost rose pink (Div 2b) 	2.50 each 



WORLD FAMOUS DAFFODILS 

SWANSDOWN 	(Brodie)The most striking novelty in this group. A very beautiful 
doudle with large, 	milk-white flowers of fine substance. The petals are 
exceptionally broad and form a perfect saucer as a background for the 
white feathery-looking inter petals. 	Carried on a stiff stem and short- 
necked. 
(Div. 4) 	 2.00 each 

SWEET TALK 	(0.B.F.) A tall, very late, pink daffodil. The pure white perianth 
is of good form and substantial; The cup is apure white with a dark pink, 
crirply-fluted edge. A magnificent show flower and ideal for flower arran- 
gements (Div 2b) 	 1.10 each 

TEXAS - The outside petals are yellow and the center ones deep and bright orange 
A large, very full and most attractive flower. (Div 4) 	 2.05 doz. 

THALIA (van Waveren) Two or three lovely pure white flowers per stem, 2 inches 
or more cross, making a beautiful cluster. Very suitable for the rock gard- 
en or for forcing. (Div. 5a) 	 2.00 doz. 

TOSCANINI 	A beautiful variety of great distinction and noble form. Broad, pure 
white, much overlapping perianth of splendid substance, the ivory-white crown 
with a broad apricot-pink band gives the nicely proportioned flowers a very 
distingished appearance. A very fine garden variety. (Div 2b) 	.30 each 

TRESAMBLE 	(P.D. Williams) Pure white with several flowers per stem. One of the 
best of its type. (Div. 5a) 	 1.00 each 

TREVITHIAN 	(Williams) Among the most beautiful of the jonquils. Clean, smooth, 
soft yellow throughout, with short cups. Sweet scented flowers born usually 
in twos and threes. (Div. 7b) 	 .25 each 

TRUTH (G.L. Wilson) One of the finest white Daffodils on the market. The perianth 
is very broad and overlapping, 	being of fine substance, and satin smooth 
finish.The large crown is of trumpet character, and is very well proportioned 
(Div. 2c) 	 1.00 each 

TRYST 	(G.L. Wilson) Formerly classed as a small cupped variety, this borderline 
flower is now placed with the large cups. It has a fine flat, white perianth, 
very rounded in form, and a faint primrose, frilled cup. (Div. 2b) 1.00 each 

TUDOR MINSTREL (Richardson) A most outstanding new bicolor, with very broad, flat, 
smooth, white perianth, about five inches in diameter, with fine quality and 
substance. The large somewhat frilled cup is of rich deep yellow. Wonderful 
exhibition flower.(Div 2b) 	 11.00 each 

TUNIS 	(P.D. Williams) 	A grand flower with large creamy white perianth; light 
yellow crown, fading to ivory cream, except for the flanged rim which devel- 
ops to apricot buff as the flower ages.(Div. 2b) 	 2.00 doz. 

TWINK 	(de Graff) It is a double of the semi-full type, the petals alternating a 
soft primrose and clear orange, 	and so arranged as to give the flower a 
most attractive appearance and to make it a most adaptable flower for large 
scale decorative work. Twink forces as easily as Golden Spur, but also flow-
ers very early in the field, is very free-flowering and hardy. It is a sple-
ndid show-flower and has created interest whenever shown (Div. 4) 2.00 doz. 
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UNSURPASSABLE (Lubbe In our tests this variety stood out as one of the best of the 
new dutch trumpets. Golden-yellow throughout, the flower has noble propor-
tions, good size, stature and build. Defiantly a show-flower and also a 
good one for the commerical grower as it forces well and early. 
(Div. la) 	 3.00 Doz. 

WHITE LION 	(de G.-G.) The outer segments of this beautiful double flower are 
broadly overlapping and pale creamy-yellow. 	The center petals are shades 
of yellow and cream. Tall and strong. (Div. 4) 	 1.00 each 

WHITE SPIRE (Mitsch) Very large flower with round, flat, overlapping white peri-
anth; and a large, shallow bowl-shaped, white crown. A larger and sturdier 
flower and plant than its parent, Chinese White, and the flower poised at 
a better angle, although not quite so graceful. (Div. 2c) 	p7.00 each 

WHITE PRINCE (Guy L. Wilson) A very large pure ice white trumpet of abrolitely 
ideal form, proporation and balance. but all flowers from first year plan-
ted bulbs are quite perfect when its beauty could not be exaggerated. 
(Div. lc) 	 835.00 each 

WILLAMETTE 	(Mitsch) A very tall, early midseason Daffodil with large flowers 
borne on strong stems, having the smoothness of the pollen parent and the 
stems of the seed parent. Very smooth, polished clean white perianth, and 
a good sized, well balanced, clear yellow crown. A nicely proportioned fl-
ower suitable for cutting, garden display or exhibition. (Tunis x Mitylene) 
(Div. 2b) 	 .30 each 

WINDSWEPT 	(O.B.F.) A late double with sulphur-yellow perianth and a center of 
light and darker yellow pedals. 	Strong stems and short necks make this a 
good garden plant. (Div. 4) 	 1.00 each 

WORLDS FAVORATE (v.d.w. Probaly the best bicolor daffodil to come out of Holland 
in recent years. It stands out for its pure white perianth and golden-yel- 
low trumpet, good form, substance and habit. 	(Div.lb) 	 .50 each 

	

YELLOW CHEERFULNESS 	(Eggnik Bros. A delightful flower with clusters of small 
double blossoms like its counterpart, Cheerfulness, except in color, this 
being an attractive shade of yellow.(Div.4) 	 2.50 doz. 

YELLOW SUN The large and flat much overlapping perianth is prApiggqe7mellilagin4he 
lark44eibbld triAmpet'crown is golden-yelow (Div. 2a) ja;liq *_4_35 each 

ejitw bebe yjibBc-lb bem 	 Toffe'i, 
• `.i7ELLOPIWIARBLER 	( 	Sint-Lan Adelemon Drops and from the same cross, this 

being perhaps slightly paler in color and a little earlier in bloom. Usua-
lly two or three light yellow drooping blooms. on each stem.41v,i31444,1 0A 

Jaom 	 1..40 each 
?PlItAgnifl-c*Int.7, giant,snowy white flower. Flat overlapping peria- 

nth'wlth pCinted`ipetals,iand a long, well balanced, 	nicely frilled crown. 
Onefirst openingeamUlasts a long timew l v ,A really fine 

(-)-' White Daffodil. (Div.2c) 	 behnemmoA1100 each 

ZEST' (111.4%bhilAvtittei-laeed/irig tO -Silvel-dale. Very vigorous and prOliiMeh making 
many, b1tOMPoh3lbfigVitiong stems, with quite flat, overlapping, White peri-

anile4AtWiagh DalelyelloWetrumpet,fading to cream A,good gas le  
(Div lb) 	 .35each 



WORLD FAMOUS DAFFODILS 

MIXED SEEDLINGS by GUY L. WILSON 
	

;43.50 per 100 

MIXED SEEDLING`; by Jan de GRAFF 
	

A.0.00 per 100 

TULIPS 
Darwin 

Charles Needham (26) Possibly the best briliant red Darwin tulip yet introd-
uced. The large, well formed flowers are carried on strong stems,color is re-
ally outstanding for its brilliancy. Strongly recommended for bedding 

$1.35 doz 
Golden Harvest 	(28)Golden-yellow, classified as a cottage tulip but in our 
opinion it is equal to the best golden-yellow Darwin tulips so far raised. A 
tulip with a splendid carrige of perfect form and strong texture; outstanding 
for bedding purposes 	 $1.15 doz. 

Aniou (28) A beautiful canary-yellow edged buttercup yellow. A glorous Darwin 
of splendid substance and unuasually rich tone; the flowers are ofgreat durb-
ility and gracefully carries ona sturdy stem, a variety of majestic appearance 
A.M.Haarlem 	 $2.00 doz. 

Mr Vanzijl (25) Still one of the choicest pink varieties in cultivation, soft 
rose-pink with white margin. The large flowers have unusual lasting qualities, 
are solid and held on strong erect stems; for garden 	 $1.35 dcz. 

Smiling Queen (28) F.CC. Haarlem 1939 One of the choicest pink Darwins of rec-
ent introduction, a soft satiny-pink with an exquisite flush of delicate rose-
pink on outer petals. Tha flowers are large, carried on strong erect stems and 
have great lasting pualities 	 $1.35 doz 

White City 	(30) Perfect white flowers of fine shape are held on streight, 
tall stems and have unusual lasting qualities. 	One of the finest of white 
Darwin tulips; this flower of great beauty should not de missed in any 
garden 	 $1.35 doz. 

Lily Flowering Tulips 
Philemon (22) A delightful creamy-white tulip and very graceful. The flowers 
are large and long,pointed petals widely and born on a gracefully drooping 
stem 	 $1.75 doz. 

Haufmannia Tulips 
The First (8) This very interesting variety is the earliest to flower, cream-
yellow passing to white, exteria vivid crimson-red droadily edged white. This 
very large flower should not be missed in any garden 	 $2.00 doz. 

Fosteriana Tulips 
Red Emperior (Mad Lefeber) (22) F.C.C. Haarlem. Positively the most beautiful 
tulip under cultivation. Collossial blooms on erect stems of an indescribably 
magnificent and vivid blazing 	orange-vermilion-scarlet, base black bordered 
yellow. Very sturdy grower and one of the earliest to bloo Strongly 
recommended 	 $1.30 doz.  

White Emperor 	(Purissima (20) The only white variety ever raised in this 
section the color is milky white. very remarkable large flowers, long last-
ing and constantly fresh looking. Its effect is of delicat loveliness 

$3.75 doz. 
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Viridflora Tulips (Green Tulips) 
Viridflora (18) A distinct and curious flower with waved petals, color pale green, 
margined soft yellow. Very elegant and beautiful 	 .75 each 

HYACINTH 
Exhibition Hyacininths 
Ann Mary Bright pink changing into salmon-pink when flower ages,producing a med-

ium sized truss with broad strong bells which space out well on the stem. 
A perfect variety for early forcing and ideal for bowl and pot culture 

4.25 doz. 

City of Haarlem One of the best yellows a beautiful, large, creamy-yellow compact 
bloom of fine form and substance, very valuable for pots. May be forced sec- 
ond week in February 	 3.75 doz 

Edelweisz A very beautiful flower of peerless white, growing an unusal large, broad 
spike with large bell on stiff stem. Excelent for bedding and potting 3.75 doz 

King of the Blues A rich indigo-blue, bearing a splendid spike with large bells. 
Excelent for late forcing and bedding in conjuction with City of Haarlem. 
(yellow) 	 3.75 doz 

CROCUS 
Winter flowering Crocus Specis Collections of winter-flowering crocus 50 bulbs; 10 

each of 5 varties our selection 	 1.75 

MUSCARI Grape Hyacinths 

White and blue 	 .50 doz. 

DUTCH IRIS 
Imperator 	Undoubtedly one of the most beautiful of deep blues, this iris makes a 

splendid effect wherever it is grown and should certainly be planted in gene- 
rous quanties, Exceedingly valuable as cut flowers 	 .50 doz. 

White Perfection This large, pure white-snowy iris is of stately grace carried on a 
tall, 	strong stem, the large flowers are of enormous substance. Beyond all 
doudt a delight in the garden and very useful as a cut flower 	.60 doz. 

Yellow Queen A very attractive tall growing iris producing golden-yellow flower 
.65 doz. 
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